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Author's response to reviews:

Dear editor,

As requested we made the following formatting changes.

The list of authors on the title page is exactly the same as the one that appears in the submission system. In particular, initials now replace middle names.

The key words list has been removed.

The page Figure is now labeled Figure legend.

All the tables are under a portrait format. Only the top and bottom borders of the table are now visible, consistent with the MS word auto-format template: Simple 1. Unfortunately, 2 of the tables were too long to fit on 1 portrait A4 page. No additional title (such as Table 1 (continued)) has been added on these divided tables.

The Figure file does not include a title anymore and has been reoriented to fit onto a portrait A4 page.

We hope that these changes will allow you an easy production process of our manuscript.

If some additional requirement would be necessary, please notice that the both authors able to make them will be out of their office from July 9th till July 21st. Any additional requested change will be made as soon as possible after July 21st.

Best regards

Martine Louis Simonet, MD